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To understand that there are different
ways to memorise information .
 To develop a growth mindset .

Learning Intention :
To identify the most effective ways to
memorise information.

Success Criteria;
1.

2.



 
Key  Vocabulary

mnemonic
growth mindset
fixed mind set

strategy
remember

learn
memory

brain
spell

 
 



 
When people are given difficult learning challenges, for
example, a tricky maths problem, they react in different
ways.  

 
 Growth         v         Fixed Mindset

Bring it on! 
I love a challenge.

It's too hard! 
Why does my

teacher hate me!



 
 

Today we are going to develop our growth
mindset so we are not afraid of learning
something difficult.  

 
 



In school, we have to learn and remember a lot of
information.  

We have to learn how to spell tricky words, remember
dates and things that happened in history and rules in
maths and science. We do this by using our memory. This
is the part of our brain that stores information. 

How do you remember lots of facts? Do you have any
tips or tricks you can share?

Iconic Mnemonics



A mnemonic is a way of helping us to remember
information.

                    because  

big elephants can always understand small
elephants

 

What is a mnemonic?



Iconic Mnemonics 

 
Here is a mnemonic to help us
remember how to spell:
                           

                 they

ted had eggs yesterday



Iconic Mnemonics
Here is a tricky word. Can you and your partner come up with a mnemonic to
help us remember how to spell it?

                                   friend
                        f.....     r.....   i.....  e.....   n.....  d.....

Example

five red insects eating nuts downstairs 

 



Iconic Mnemonics
Here is a tricky word. Can you and your partner come up with a mnemonic
to help us remember how to spell these words?

                  could   would   should
                               o..... u..... l..... d.....
Example

 oh u lucky duck
old umbrellas lying down

 



Reflection

1. Which was your favourite mnemonic from today and why? 

2. Do you think you will use mnemonics again to help you
remember something tricky? Can you think of a word you always
spell wrong that you could use a mnemonic to help you memorise
it?



TAKE HOME 
Ask a family member if they can remember any mnemonics from
school. Were they taught any tips or tricks to memorise information?
Come up with a funny or silly mnenomic together to remember a word
you always find tricky to spell.




